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INTRODUCTION
Yes, there is still a
need for organizations which work
specifically on women and
development issues.
And
these
organizations must be even more productive and efficient if we, as
women, are to retain the progress made during the UN Decade for
Women and mobilize increased support to ensure that women achieve
Equality, Development and Peace.
The Tribune Centre is now 10 years old. Our growth and development
springs from and is shaped by the growth of a vigorous women's
movement worldwide.
At
this point in our
organizational
development, we are taking the time to review what has worked well
and what could be improved. We are asking questions. Can we be
more responsive to needs identified by women in Third World
countries who are actively working on development issues? Do our
existing organizational structures and programmes enable us to tap
their broad experience, creativity and strategies for change?
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We must be flexible enough to respond to changing needs, while at
the same time streamline and institutionalize our operations and
programmes, if we are to continue to be effective as well as a
catalyst for change. The long-awaited results from the External
Evaluation of our programme activities will tell us some of the
answers to the above questions. But it will not necessarily hand
us a "blueprint" for the mechanisms or processes we should use to
appropriately and successfully integrate the findings into our
future planning.
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In anticipation of the results, we began a series of meetings with
the IWTC Board and staff in June 1987, to discuss both policy and
programme directions. Three issues received priority attention:
(l) the desire to increase the involvement of more women from
different regions in the programme planning and organizational
development of IWTC through various mechanisms including the
re-structuring of our International Advisory Committee; (2) the
need to upgrade our production and dissemination capabilities with
a focus on new advances in the field of micro-computers; and (3)
the necessity to broaden our financial base and to develop
multiple-year funding strategies which
could assist us
in
realizing these objectives.

ltrale(

(1) Increasing regional participation in setting IWTC policy and
programme directions
IWTC anticipates that this will be an on-going process to begin in
1987-1988 with the bringing together of 6 regional women with whom
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INTRODUCTION
we have worked closely in the past. They would participate in a
week-long workshop to discuss the external evaluation findings
particularly with regards to the development needs of women in
their countries. Part of the session would focus on strategies
that would ensure more regional input in IWTC policy and programme
mechanisms.
(2)

Review and update of IWTC operational and production systems

IWTC intends to update and revise existing internal technical
systems to enable us to more productively respond to information
and technical assistance requests from individuals and groups in
Third World countries.
There are two specific functions which need to be updated:
(1)
graphics and production processes; and 2) mailing list maintenance
for the 14,000 individuals and groups currently receiving The
Tribune.
IWTC intends to update these processes through the
purchase of
computer
equipment
and
appropriate
software
programmes; hopefully reducing by 30% the amount of staff time
spent on these tasks.
(3)

Broadening IWTC's financial base, including seeking multiple
year funding commitments.

IWTC needs a stable and diversified financial base in order to
meet immediate as well as long-term programme and planning needs.
Strategies, to meet this objective, will be discussed by the IWTC
board and staff in consultation with governmental, foundation and
church agencies.
IWTC's ability to successfully respond to these three issues will
directly influence our success in the coming programme year, and
enable us to share our learning experiences with development and
women's groups world wide.
The IWTC 1987-1988 "agenda for action" as outlined in our four
main programme areas includes:
(1) Women Organizing;
(2)
Communication Services; (3) Community Economic Development; and
(4) Appropriate Technology.
The agenda reflects our ongoing
commitment to the increased participation of women in
the
formulating of the development plans and policies of their
countries and the importance of communications in support of
women's initiatives and actions worldwide.
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ORGANIZATIONAL
The International Women's Tribune Centre (IWTC), a not-forprofit, non-governmental international women's organization
is part of a worldwide women's movement given enormous impe:
tus by the UN Decade for Women, 1976-1985. It was set up in
1976 fo 11 owing the Intern at ion al Women's Year non-governmenta l meeting (IWY Tribune) held in Mexico City, 1975.
IWTC's Board of Directors is drawn from fhe feminist nongovernmental, academic, church and United Nations communities. An International Advisory Committee of leading
women activists and thinkers from around the world provides
multi-disciplinary and regional perspectives to the organization's programmes and policies .
The staff of IWTC combines experience and expertise in the
areas of feminist activities, non-formal education educational material, media development, information ;nd communication systems and strategies, and financial and orqanizational management. The composition of the the staff -reflects a diversity of ethnic and cultural backgrounds and
wide field experience.

IWTC is •••
A communications link for 14,000 individuals and groups
working on behalf of women in 160 countries in Latin
America, Africa, Asia and the Pacific, the Caribbean,
North America and Europe;
A source of information and technical assistance in the
areas of Appropriate Technology, Community Economic
Development and Low-Cost Media;
A support for women's organizations and their organ1z1ng
efforts to promote more women-oriented
development
plans, policies and projects.
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Working collaboratively with country, regional
and international women's organizations to •••
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... promote the more active involvement of low-income
and urban women in the development process;

~ C U / 2-

..• adapt relevant
research and
policy guidelines
to
action-oriented programmes, activities, and publications;
... emphasize information and activities that promote women's
developmental projects as mainstream activities rather
than purely social programmes;
•.• encourage the use of and assist in the identification
local expertise and resources;

of

••. "bridge the gap" between women's groups and development
organizations providing an entry point for both to
establish contact with each other.
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THE WORK OF IWTC:
Teo

Communication Services
In the Communications Services area, IWTC:
,,,P

••• links together individuals and groups working on
issues and concerns;
••• compiles directories of
region and/or by issues;
•.• prepares specialized
subject areas;

organizations

bibliographies

..• develops guides to
funding agencies
assistance groups in specific areas;

and

similar

groups

by

around

specific

and

technical

•.• maintains a project-oriented Resource Centre with an
emphasis
on
training
manuals
and
materials,
audio-visuals, handbooks, resource guides, case studies
and evaluations and an extensive collection of women's
periodicals worldwide;
••• produces quarterly newsletters around
areas in Spanish, French and English;

specific

subject

.•• provides a place for women to meet for discussion, debate
and the exchange of ideas around issues of concern;
•.• houses the archives of the 1975 (Tribune), 1980 (Forum)
and 1985 (Forum '85) non-governmental world meetings of
the UN Decade for Women.
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TWO INTERLOCKING AREAS
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In the Technical Assistance and Training area, IWTC:
... provides skill-training in the development of highly
visual, participatory educational materials for community
level work;
•.. assists in the design of participatory training
learning activities for community action work;

/.M
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... develops self-instructional and group-oriented training
manuals and other materials around such issues as project
development, fund-raising, small business and appropriate
technology;
..• assists groups in producing their own communication
materials such as newsletters, workbooks, slide-sets,
etc.;
... identifies appropriate funding sources for women's groups
involved in development activities;
••. consults in the selection and use of micro-computers for
women's alternative media, organizational management, and
networking;
•.. assists in strengthening the institutional
of women's groups through the provision of
skills and resources.
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THE TRIBUNE
A source of ideas,
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A resource for groups working at grassroots level ...
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LINKS WOMEN WORLDWIDE

THE TRIBUNE

IWTC's quarterly women and development newsletter, The Tribune,
seeks to bridge the gap between policy directives and programme
activities as well as between research findings and the reality of
women's daily lives. Its purpose is to inform, alert, provoke and
support women and development activists worldwide.
Produced in English, Spanish and French, the newsletter provides a
channel for the ongoing exchange of ideas and information both
between IWTC and its far-flung constituency, as well as among
individuals and organizations working as activists and advocates
on behalf of women in 160 countries worldwide.
The Tribune is designed and developed to be used and shared. The
articles are short and concise so that they can be easily
adapted, translated, replicated, and/or read aloud in a group
discussion.
Facts and figures are highlighted and innovative
programme and project approaches are featured, using a practical
"how-to" approach. Attention is given to ensuring that the words
are clear and understandable and that the presentation of the
information is both eye-catching and provocative. Each newsletter
presents additional resources for follow-up activities including
annotated listings of periodicals, directories, training materials
and case studies, names of other groups working in the area, and
sources of technical assistance. Preliminary results of IWTC's
external evaluation indicate that close to 90% of newsletter
recipients use The Tribune within training sessions or in group
discussions.
Taking into account the requests for multiple copies
newsletter, the total combined quarterly distribution in
Spanish and English is approximately 14,000.
Yet, as
indicated in correspondence received and in the following
"Tracking the Life of The Tribune, the number of people
far exceeds this number.

of the
French,
clearly
section
reached

During 1987- 1988, IWTC will produce a total of eleven newsletters;
four in English, four in Spanish, and three in French. The
following themes have been selected:
Women, Work and Trade Unions (French)
Getting the Word Out (English and Spanish)
Women and Housing (English and Spanish)
Finding Our Own Way, Part 2 (English and Spanish)
Women and Water (English, French, and Spanish)
Moving Ahead: A Guide to Selected Themes from the
Nairobi Forward-Looking Strategies for the Advancement
of Women (French)
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is produced
in three
languages:
- English
- French
- Spanish
and reaches
14,000
people in
160
countries
working
on behalf
of women at
various
levels:
- policy
- prograRl!le
- conmunity

TRACKING THE LIFE OF
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It begins with an
identified need ...

Invites Governments to:

"In Killai,

we are

new techn o log y

... and the circle begins
anew as our readers
write back to tell us
of their own experi'ences, needs and interests in food
technologies.

Beyond that, the newsletter becomes part of
discussions in workshops and training
seminars ...

World Conference
Copenhagen, 1980
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(7) Promote the effect i ve participation of .women in rura l org anizations involved in the system
of food production, distribution
and utilization;
(g) Strengthen international cooperation to remedy inequalities
1 n food resources.

Karuna Anbarasen, India

PROGRAl',1S FOR AFRICAN FOOD SECt..:RIT) :
LESSENJl,G THE BURDEN FOR WOME:','

ASIA

DEPTHNEWS

(c )Provide rural women with the.
necessary means and access to re sources for agricultural produc tion : instruction in appropriate
technologies . . .

Advoca1es for African Food Securily·
Lessening lhe Burden for Women Task Force

UN/NGLS - UNIFEM

USA
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THE TRIBUNE: ''Women and Food Technologies''

[g]

which triggers our efforts to collect information
"Proyecto
dc tecno/ogia
apropiada para
la MQjef Camp~ina

INFORMATION FROM
THE FIELD
"My institute has developed a
pasteu r izi ng unit and we are
able to process (bottle) fruit
juices that are microbiologica ll y sou nd , This unit can be
used in other parts of the
world where there is excess
fruit . If you know others who
could use this, I would be
pl eased to
send them
the
design."

On the way, the idea
can stimulate other
activities ...

Maree 11 a Pakua ,
Food Pr ogrammer ,
Papua New Guinea
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... then, eventually sees
light as a newslette~
.. . revised and adapted
for the Spanish and
French editions with
projects and resources for the
region.
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Once the newsletter
reaches the hands
of the 14,000
people (combined
circulation in
English, French
and Spanish), it
takes on a life of
its own.
The graphics and
text are adapted,
translated and reproduced in peri odicals and press
clips •. •

I I

PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES
COMMUNICATIONS
Newsletters:
-Getting the Word Out
( En q . /Sp an . )

2

Working Pape rs:
-Setting Up Women's Information Centres
News Bullet ins:
-International Women's
Clipping Service (Eng.)
Women's International
Micro-Computer Project:
-Women's Bulletin Board
-UN Information Network
-Computer News Notes
-Basic Skills Workshop
Graphics:
-Clip Art 3 (Women Orqanizing)
-Clip Art 4 (Rural Women
Using Technology)
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1987 - 1988
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Posters and postcards are an effective means of promoting general awareness of issues related to women
and development. In this postcard, "Violence Against
Women Is Perpetual War". IWTC has taken as a focal
point, a slogan used by the Peruvian women's movement
in their campaign to combat violence against women.
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WOMEN ORGANIZING

The extent to which any group of people can effect change is
largely dependent on their ability to organize. For women, this
task has been doubly difficult due to the lack of access to and
control over basic resources. Nevertheless, the ten-year period
designated by the United Nations as the UN Decade for Women
(1976-1985) was characterized by an unprecedented degree of
organizing by women and on behalf of women.
At the community,
country, regional and international level, new organizations have
been created, established organizations transformed, and numerous
networks emerged that have dramatically altered the organizational
landscape.
Women's organizations, in all their various forms, play a crucial
role as advocates for change.
Their work has served to both
broaden the scope of the issues addressed by governments as well
as to ensure that proposed governmental remedies actually reach
and respond to the needs of women in their daily lives. In the
process, women's organizations
are creating
new modes
of
organizing and new definitions of development.
This wide array of organizations and networks offer both an
infrastructure and a mechanism for the continuing mobilization of
women and a means for delivering services to women in a number of
areas including:
health,
economic
development,
education,
employment, legal services and appropriate technology. IWTC is
committed to supporting the development of the institutional
capabilities of these organizations so that they can enhance their
work as actors and advocates for change in the development arena.
A new dimension to IWTC's work in the Women Organizing programme
area is the focus on issues and strategies women are using to
address
gender
issues
within
"mainstream"
institutions.
Preliminary work has already been undertaken during 1986 and 1987
with the publication of issues of The Tribune on "Women and
Funding" and "Women, Work
and Trade Unions."
Activities
identified for the next phase include research, informal meetings
with other concerned groups and individuals, and the collection of
information and training materials.
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••• through newsletters
Finding Our Own~ Part _0_ (Spanish and English)
This issue of The Tribune will be collaboratively produced by IWTC
and the Grupo de Estudios sobre la Condicion de la Mujer en el
Uruguay (GRECMU).
Participatory training activities, developed
and field-tested during a one week workshop in August 1987 for
women activists and researchers in Uruguay, conducted by IWTC and
GRECMU, will form the basis for the newsletter's content.
Moving Ahead:
~ Guide
to Selected Themes from the UN Nairobi
Forward-Looking Strategies for the Advancement of Women-:- (French)
This double issue of The Tribune, produced in English and Spanish
in 1987, brings the ideas and recommendations of the UN Nairobi
Forward-Looking Strategies (FLS) for the Advancement of Women
within reach of thousands of women worldwide. It
includes
background information on the development and purposes of the FLS
document as well as the specific recommendations for 7 selected
FLS themes and training activities for use by local groups as an
organizing tool with women.
Women, Work and Trade Unions (French)
The issues, problems and possible solutions surrounding the needs
of women in the workplace are the focus of this issue of The
Tribune, previously produced in English and Spanish.
Special
attention is given to the work of trade unions, and the organizing
efforts of women both within and outside trade unions.
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WOMEN ORGANIZING
••• through technical assistance and advocacy
programmes
WOMEN$HARE

."·

The finding of continued and new sources of financing is a
critical issue for women's programmes as they strive to organize,
provide services, and participate in country, regional
and
international networks. The goals of Women$hare are to provide a
forum for the exchange of ideas, information and strategies
related to the long-term financial survival of women's programmes.
In addition, WOMEN$HARE will provide information on existing
funding sources for Third World women's programmes and news of
developments in the funding community.
Specific activities will include:
1.

Individual meetings with women visiting the Tribune
Centre for assistance
with fund-raising,
including
proposal review, budget preparation and the setting up of
meetings with donor agencies.

2.

Responding to correspondence related to requests for
assistance by identifying appropriate funding sources for
women's projects and programmes.

3.

Production of directories that will include listings of
governmental, church, and foundation funding sources for
women's programmes, organized by issue areas and regions.
These directories will be available in English, Spanish
and French.

4.

Occasional Funding News Notes, a four page publication
which will highlight new developments in the funding
community. News Notes will include information on new
grants programmes, policy initiatives and directives of
donor agencies, meetings held by the donor community
and/or women's programmes to discuss funding issues.
A
short
"guest"
commentary
section
written
by
representatives
of
women's
programme
and
donor
communities will be included when possible. News Notes
will be produced in English, with a Spanish edition added
in late Spring, 1988.
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5. Women's Funding Manual, an English-language adaptation of
the very popular IWTC Spanish manual Mi Proyecto: Como
Financiarlo, produced in 1984. The manual will include
information and training activities to assist women's
groups
with
project planning, writing
proposals,
identifying appropriate funding
sources and
grants
administration.
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••• through collaborative workshops to develop leadership skills
Workshops

l..r:!

Participatory Training Techniques

The Grupo de Estudios sobre la Condicion de la Mujer en el Uruguay
(GRECMU) requested IWTC's assistance in organizing a one-week
training programme in August 1987, using participatory training
activities for women activists and researchers.
The workshop
brought together women from different disciplines to discuss the
use of participatory training methodologies and to sharpen their
skills through developing training exercises for use with their
own groups .
The training activities and approaches developed during the
workshop will be refined, adapted and published in a joint edition
of GRECMU's journal, La Cacerola and IWTC's The Tribune.
This
collaborative publication will be distribute-d-to approximately
7,500 individuals and groups throughout Latin America.
An
English-language adaptation of the newsletter will be distributed
to approximately 6,000 individuals and groups in Asia, Africa, the
Caribbean, Western Asia, the South Pacific, Europe, North America,
Australia and New Zealand.
Discussions are being held regarding the possibility of IWTC and
GRECMU conducting an additional participatory training workshop
with a Latin American women's organization and the production of a
training manual in late 1989.
Future plans include the possibility of IWTC collaborating with an
Asian or African women's organization to conduct a workshop in one
of those regions.
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••• through workbooks and audio-visuals on legal
issues
Rights of Women Workbook (French)
This workbook of international conventions relating to women's
issues and concerns was first produced in English in 1983 and in
Spanish in 1987. It contains more than 44 United
Nations
conventions relating to the status of women, and offers women a
useful tool in advocacy efforts on behalf of women's rights in
their own countries.
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Rights of Women Slide-Tape (Spanish)
This SO-frame slide - tape with accompanying script,
will be
produced as a training tool to complement Derechos de _l2. Mujer ,
the legal rights manual produced in 1987. It will illustrate the
linkages between legal actions at the international level and
reform measures for women at the community and country level •

.,
RECUEIL DES INSTRUMENTS INTERNATIONAUX
RELATIFS AUX DROITS DES FEMMES

Centre dt la Tribune

Federacl6n Venezolana

Internationale dt la Femme

dt Abogadat
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As a poster and a postcard, this simple verse has
h~lped to stimulate groups to find inexpensive and
simple ways to CORITlunicate major issues.
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Communications play a vital and multi-faceted role in women's
current struggle to become more active participants in the public
arena.
Not only do communications offer women a mechanism by
which they can bring previously "invisible" issues to
the
forefront and influence public opinion, they are also vital in
ensuring the exchange of ideas among women at the country,
regional and international level.
Communications are basic to
women's ability to organize, to network and to their process of
empowerment.
During the past UN Decade for Women, women worldwide have
undertaken a wide range of activities to ensure that women's
voices are heard and their needs addressed.
In addition to
efforts to influence and increase their participation in the
mainstream
media,
women
are
creating
their
own,
more
"women-oriented" media.
These efforts have encompassed the
development of materials for and by women with little or no
reading ability as well as mechanisms to ensure a two-way exchange
of ideas.
Although IWTC plays a vital role as an international women's
communications switchboard, central to its work in this area is
its emphasis on enabling women to prepare and produce their own
information reflecting the ideas, concerns and visions of their
own constituencies.
A variety of technical support services is
offered to groups ranging from the preparation of low-cost
audio-visual materials for work in rural communities, to the use
of micro-computers for publication production and ·dissemination.
In addition, IWTC's quarterly
newsletter, The Tribune,
is
purposely designed in a simple format to encourage others to
create their own materials and publications. The popularity of
IWTC's
graphic
illustrations
which
appear
in
numerous
publications, and the ease with which the contents are translated
and adapted to a variety of uses, attests to the success of The
Tribune in this arena.
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COMMUNICATION SERVICES
_.. through newsletters
Getting the Word Out (English and Spanish)
Information for, by and about women has been an area of intense
activity in countries worldwide throughout the UN Decade for
Women. This issue of The Tribune explores the question in more
depth, looking at the establishment of women's publishing houses,
international women's book fairs, women's information centres and
bookstores, and women's periodicals. In doing so, the information
needs of women with only basic reading ability are also addressed
both in terms of receiving information as well as their access to
ways and means of producing their own information.
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••• through "working papers" based on practical
experience
Setting 11P. Women's Information Centres:
(English and Spanish)

Issues and Ideas

This working paper draws on IWTC's ten years of experience in
creating,
adapting
and
implementing
various
information
collection, retrieval and dissemination systems. It is directed
towards women's groups in Third World countries who are trying to
establish information centres that are practical, action-oriented
and accessible to women community activists •

••• through increased and timely access to inf ormation about development and women's issues
International Clipping Service (English)
Access to world-wide information about events, actions, and
governmental initiatives related to women's role and status in the
community, is critical for women active in organ1z1ng around
different issues.
Region-specific news is provided by women's
media networks in Latin America, Asia, Africa and the Caribbean
with another network to start soon in the South Pacific. IWTC's
Clipping Service will focus on articles and news bulletins from
some of the 500 Third World women's publications received at the
Tribune Centre, and will be distributed to interested individuals
and women's groups.
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••• through access to and training in new technologies
Women's International Microcomputer Networking Project (WIMNET)

..

. ''l'•

'

WIMNET was formed in 1984. IWTC has maintained contact with
network members in Third World regions primarily through offerin g
technical assistance on operational issues, and searching out and
supplying
information
on
new
software
developments
and
telecommunications possibilities. This year, the focus will be on
providing back-up support to
the network participants
and
exploring the possibility of providing basic skills training to
four or six representatives from country and regional wome n' s
groups in April, 1988. IWTC has received a number of requests f or
both basic skills training and assistance with locating funds t o
purchase microcomputer systems.
Other WIMNET activities will include:
Computer News Notes

(English and Spanish)

These News Notes will consist of "What's New" information bri ef s ,
one-page news sheets focusing on issues and projects related t o
women and computers. The issues and ideas may vary, depending on
response, but they could include information such as: a) new
technological developments
of
interest to
women's
grou ps
worldwide; b) issues related to the management and expansion of
existing computer systems: and c) ways whereby groups can share
their experience of "computerization" with other groups.
The
Computer News Notes will be initially sent with an issue of the
English and Spanish-language editions of The Tribune. Individua l s
interested in receiving furthur News Notes may request them from
IWTC.
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COMMUNICATION SERVICES
Women's Bulletin Board

~

The Women's Bulletin Board is an electronic bulletin board open to
all women who have the use of a microcomputer and telephone
hook-up. It was established in New York in February, 1986 by a
group of US women who are interested in ~l~ctronic _communication
and its potential use as a tool for organ1z1ng, sharing resources
and technological skill development. There are 200 individuals
and organizations currently using the bulletin board for a variety
of purposes including: a)
action alerts for domestic
and
international women's issues; b) research and data collection; c)
technical assistance and; d) as a sounding board for discussing
issues. As IWTC is the only international women's organization
presently participating in WBB, we assume responsibility for
providing information on international women and development
issues, meetings and actions.
This information is used by other
women to give a global perspective to their US-based research and
community development work.
DESI Electronic Information Network

(DEIN)

The DESI (UN/Department for Economic and Social Information)
Electronic Information Network was established in the summer of
1986 as a means of linking interested organizations to United
Nations public information material.
Member organizations have
electronic access to UN information as well as access to other
network members.
IWTC's role in DEIN is to provide news and
information about women's development efforts, to disseminate
information about the Network to interested women's programmes,
and to assist them in linking up with the network .

••• through materials designed to assist women with
producing their own publications
Qj_Q Art l:_

Women Organizing Worldwide

This publication, the third in the IWTC clip-art series, will be a
compilation of graphics from recently produced IWTC publications
as well as examples from other women's periodicals where possible.
It will also include a section on the use of comic illustration as
a means for communicating issues and depicting ideas using humour.
Thoughtful and appropriate information presentation and formatting
are critical to ensuring that people are able to understand and
use information in support of their own activities.
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Images of Rural Women Using Technologies

Using the line drawings developed for the skill exercises in
Communicating AT to Rural Women, and line drawings from the AT
Manual, a
separate booklet
will
be produced
for
wider
dissemination. IWTC has produced two previous booklets on clip
art, for women who produce their own newsletter and other
publications, and they have been very successful. This booklet of
drawings will be a fourth addition to the IWTC Clip Art series,
opening the area of women and technology to an even wider audience
of women.
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En Afrique, les femmes assurent
90% de la production alimentaire.

The vital role women play in economic life of the
community and country, and their need for credit, was
the message conveyed in this poster/postcard series.
The joint effort of IWTC and UNIFEM, this poster was
aimed at policy makers attending the UN Special
Session on Food Security in Africa.
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COMMUNITY ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
In countries worldwide, women's economic needs and contributions
are viewed as secondary to those of men.
Often, programmes
initiated to improve women's economic status consider women as
"beneficiaries" of planned major economic development schemes and
fail to recognize their role as "producers".
Women are rarely
consulted as planners, innovators or implementers.
Although women are active in all community spheres, their sphere
of influence is relegated primarily to the home. However, even
here, they are not recognized as the developers and builders of
their communities and are, with a few notable exceptions, not
informed, consulted or invited to share in housing development
efforts.
Their participation, for the most part, is as the
mothers, wives or daughters of men.
In recognition of women's economic concerns and the designation by
the United Nations of 1987 as "The International Year of Shelter
for the Homeless", IWTC will continue specific activities related
to women's income-generating projects and focus one issue of The
Tribune on housing for women .

••• through newsletters
Women and Housing

(English and Spanish)

Adequate shelter is a basic need and should be a guaranteed right
for all people. However, the lack of affordable, adequate shelter
is a worldwide problem, especially for the estimated 25% of the
world's households headed solely by women and refugee and migrant
populations. To call international attention to this problem, the
United Nations has declared 1987 as The International Year of
Shelter for the Homeless.
It is estimated that half of the
world's population will live in urban areas by the year 2000.
Migration from rural villages to urban slums and settlements has
an especially harsh impact on women who generally lack both the
skills to obtain employment and income to pay for housing and
child care costs.
In this issue of The Tribune, IWTC looks at
some of the economic, political and social costs borne by women as
they seek to obtain shelter for themselves and their families.
Examples of governmental and community initiatives which address
this critical issue are included.
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COMMUNITY ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
••• through training materials and workshops, and
building a network of women with marketing skills
Marketing Techniques For Income-Generating Projects
In March 1986, IWTC and Circulos Femeninos Populares (CFP) in
Venezuela co-organized a one-week national marketing workshop for
women from 20 local Venezuelan groups who had requested assistance
with training and information on marketing techniques.
IWTC, CFP and two trainers from Bolivia and Ecuador worked on the
development of participatory training activities and practical
skill activities around such issues as market research, quality
control, pricing, promotion and distribution. As a result of this
training session, CFP has organized similar sessions locally,
designed a financial management workshop to supplement
the
marketing training and produced How Can We Know If It Will
Sell?, a manual which explores effective pricing strategies. The
Bolivian trainer has organized two training sessions with groups
in her country using both The Tribune and other materials designed
and tested at the Venezuelan workshop.
In March 1987, IWTC conducted a second marketing workshop in
collaboration with El Movimiento de la Mujer Manuela Ramos in
Lima, Peru.
Two women from CFP assisted in the planning and
development of the workshop. Twenty-six local women, including
five trainers who work with income-generating groups throughout
Peru, participated in the workshop.
As a follow-up to this
workshop, Manuela Ramos organized a similar workshop in Huancayo,
Peru for thirty women, including trainers and low-income women
working in production workshops.
Specific activities which IWTC will undertake during the 1987-1988
programme year related to women and marketing include:
1.

Coordinating a third workshop on women and marketing with
a Latin
American
women's organisation
which
has
specifically requested assistance with skills training
and materials development.

2.

Continuing the process, begun in Venezuela in March 1986,
of bringing together women from different groups--both
from different states within a country and different
countries within a region--to participate in developing
materials to assist them in coordinating workshops in
their own states and countries.
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Developing instructional materials (training manuals,
slide-tape sets and other highly visual materials) based
on the materials field-tested in the workshops held in
Venezuela, Peru, and the third workshop which wi 11 be
conducted in 1988. The training manual will be produced
by IWTC and the three collaborating Latin American
organizations.

Future plans include the possibility of
workshop on marketing
techniques with
organization in Africa or Asia.

IWTC co-sponsoring a
a national
women's

• ...
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1
In March 1986, the first
marketing workshop is held
in Venezuela, conducted by
IWTC in collaboration with
Circulos Femininos Populares ( CFP) • Thirty CFP
local trainers participate.

A Bolivian woman trainer
works with IWTC and CFP
staff in planning workshop.

What Happens Next?
Two women from
Manuela Ramos in
Peru are coming
to
the
third
workshop, (tentatively planned to
be held in a
Central American
country) to work
with IWTC and the
host oroup in the
plann,ng and coordination of the
workshop.

10
Two women from
CFP in Venezuela
Venezuela go to
Peru to work
with IWTC and
~anuela Ramos in
the planning and
coordination of
this workshop.

IWTC will prepare
a draft version
of
a training
manual that describes the process and activities used to convey
marketing
principles.
The
draft will
be
circulated amongst coordinators
from Venezuela,
Peru, and a third
country not yet
decided.

One woman from
each country will
come to New York
to work with IWTC
in the final product ion of the
marketing manual.
Each group will
use its own network to ensure
distribution of
the
training
manual to women's
groups working on
or with incomegenerating projects throughout
Latin America.

9

8

Three months later,
participants organize
a
similar
workshop in Huancayo, Peru, for 30
women,
includinq
trainers and low; ncome women working in production
workshops.

In March 1987, the second marketing
workshop is held in Peru in collaboration with El Movimiento de la
Mujer Manua 1a Ramos.
Twenty-six
women participate. Of these, five
are trainers working with incomeqenerat i ng groups in different
Peruvian cities, The others are
low-income women working in production workshops.
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WOMEN WITH MARKETING SKILLS

3
A Venezuelan woman trainer
participates in workshop,
sharing her experiences in
income-generating groups in
her country.

Other Important Outcomes
CFP (Venezuela),
which
is
the
"women's
cell"
for a lar~er community development
organization,
received
its first grant
fo r the marketing
workshop.
The
ability to prove
that
it
could
raise money for
its own activities was
very
important to the
group.

Manuela
Ramos
(Peru) had its
first experience,
in the course of
the workshop, in
observing
how
computers could
be used to facilitate this type
of work. Since
the
workshop,
they applied for,
and received a
computer for
their
ongoing
programme.

months
lowing, part icipants re cre ate
the works hop with l ocal gro ups in differe nt st at es
throu ghou t Venezue la .

The
marketi ng
activities tak in g
place in Lati n
America
hav e
sparked interest
in
conducting
similar workshop s
in Africa and
Asia.
It is
planned that some
fieldtesting of
adapted marketi ng
materials
will
take place
in
Africa soon.

7
In Bolivia, two
marketing training workshops for
local groups are
conducted by the
woman
trainer
from Bolivia who
participated
in
the first workshop in Venezuela

Eleven
production
workshops are formed
in states through out Venezuela. CFP
provides technica l
sistance to these
workshops.
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5
CFP headquarters staff
design their own workshop on financial management, to supplement
the marketing training.
CFP
also
publishes
their own marketing
manual.

If IT"i tfOT
APPROPRIATE

FOR WOMEN

IT._• MO'r
APPROPRIA.1'£

.,

, ••1
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IWTC produced this poster for "Tech and Tools", at
Forum '85, Nairobi, Kenya 1985. The overwhelming
success of this poster, attested to by its repeated
appearance in periodicals worldwide and in the
hundreds of requests received, prompted IWTC to
develop other posters around other issues.
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The virtual invisibility of women in planning and programming is
perhaps most evident in the field of technologies for development.
Despite the existence of numerous case studies documenting the
failure of projects where tools and assistance are given to men
when it is women who do the work, efforts to develop and
disseminate technologies for women are minimal.
This lack of
appropriate planning and programme design, and the failure to
develop effective technology delivery systems, impedes not only
women's productive ability, but the economic viability of the
country as well.
IWTC's work in the field of appropriate technology is oriented to
both the advocate and the activist. Believing that women should
be involved in all aspects of technology transfer from the
planning and design stage to marketing and dissemination, IWTC has
sought to provide examples of women who are acting as agents of
change and decision-makers within their communities and countries.
Through its publication programme, IWTC disseminates descriptions
of innovative technologies and applications as well as examples of
women organizing
around
these
issues.
Strategies
for
communicating appropriate technology information to low-income
rural and urban women are also shared .

••• through newsletters
Women and Water, Part}

(English, Spanish and French)

Water and sanitation
technologies are the
focus of
this
newsletter, the third issue of The Tribune to deal with women and
water needs and problems. Selected technologies from The Tech and
Tools Book, with additional information on training activities and
techniques for use in introducing water technologies at the
community level, will be included.
In an overview of work
undertaken during the UN Decade for Water, attention will also be
given to the role of women as decision-makers in questions
relating to water and sanitation technologies.
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APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
Women and Water: Moving Ideas into Action (Bound Volume)
With the first two issues of The Tribune on women and water
concerns now out of print, and with the demand for information on
this subject still continuing, IWTC will produce a bound volume
comprised of all three newsletters. This volume will provide a
well-rounded view on the issue, the first section dealing with
women and water issues, the second section devoted to programme
ideas, and the third section dealing with "hardware" and policy
concerns. The women and water bound volume will be similar to
four bound volumes of newsletters previously produced by IWTC, on
women and appropriate technology, women organizing, women and
media and women and small business.

••• through training manuals
Communicating AT to Rural Women
This manual includes a series of "how-to-do-it" skill exercises on
developing low-cost materials, instructions on how to make basic
communication
equipment
using
available
resources,
and
participatory training activities for using visual materials to
encourage discussion and problem-solving approaches to issues.
Developed around
the
theme
of
communicating
appropriate
technologies to rural women, the manual is also adaptable to other
issues of concern to women everywhere.
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Appropriate Technology Manual for Women
A resource manual for women and women's groups providing:(a) roles
for
women's
organizations
as
advocates,
innovators
and
implementors of appropriate technology projects; (b) actionoriented case studies; (c) bibliography of resources and; (d) a
"do-it-yourself" country directory on appropriate technology an'd
women.

Pakidan
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APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
The Tech and Tools Book:
Worldwide7 Frenchr--

~

Guide to Technologies Women Are

Using

s

The Tech and Tools Book, a 200 page guide to technologies women
are using_in co~munity development projects, was collaboratively
produced 1n April 1986 by IWTC and the Intermediate Technology
D:vel~pment Group (UK).
This English-language version, widely
d1str1buted, has received
positive feedback from
community
development
groups,
multi-lateral
organizations
and
development-oriented publications.
It was reprinted in 1987 to
·meet the continuing demand for the book. Given the relevance of
many of the technologies and projects highlighted for Africa
IWTC, in collaboration with IRED, Switzerland and AFOTEC and
ENDA-Dakar in Senegal, is
rev1s1ng and updating the
book
specifically for French-speaking Africa.
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IWTC Staff - I 987 I I 988
There are currently eight full-time staff members, and five parttime staff.
The staff combines experience in non-formal adult
education, communications strategies and techniques, low-cost
media development and product ion, programme design and management, library techniques and administration. Staff members represent, as well, a broad range of international experience and
geographical expertise.

ANNE S. WALKER
Executive Director (1976Anne oversees project development and direction, staff adm in istrat ion, coordination of activities with individuals and groups
in other countries, and the planning, development and production
of IWTC publications. One of the founders of IWTC, she has expertise and experience in educational and training materials
design and development, formal and non-formal education, youth
work and community orcianizing.
Anne's professional interests
include the role of women's organizations in development and the
use of media (specifically iow-cost publications, radio and
video) as a·tool for social change.
Anne is an Australian. From 1962 until 1972, she lived and worked in Fiji in the South Pacific, helping to start the programmes
of the Fiji YWCA, particularly in the areas of early-childhood
education, youthwork, .and women and development activities. She
served as National Programme and Youth Club Director (11 years)
and was active in a number of community organizations, including
Nuclear-Free Pacific activist groups, Fiji National Youth
Council, Fiji National Advisory Council on Unemployment, Fiji
National Women's Council amongst others.
In addition to her years of experience in the South Pacific, as
Director of IWTC she has worked in Africa, Western Asia, Latin
America and the Caribbean.
A feminist activist, artist and
writer, Anne was trained first in Early Childhood Education in
Melbourne, Australia.
She now also holds an M.S., Ed.S. and
Ph.D.in Education (Instructional Systems Technology) from
Indiana University, USA.
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IWTC Staff - I 987 / I 988
VICKI J. Sf:. MLER
Associate Director (1977Vicki is responsible for project design, organizational planning
and programme coordination. With other IWTC staff, she col laborates in the design and development of IWTC training activities
and publications. Her specific areas of interest and expertise
are in participatory research and training, evaluation, organizational development and learning material design, particularly as
it relates to issues of technology transfer.
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Vicki's prior work experience includes development of communication strategies, programme design and learning material development in the area of feminist perspectives on family planning
communications. Vicki's field experience covers work in Latin
America, Africa, Asia, the Caribbean and the South Pacific. She
holds a Masters degree in Latin American Studies and a Ph.D. in
Education (I.S.T.) from Indiana University USA.
!'ice

VICTORIANA MEJIA MARULANDA
Latin American Coordinator (1978Vicky is coordinator of the Latin American programme area. Her
responsibilities include the editinq of La Tribuna, correspondence with a Spanish-speaking const.ituency numbering more than
6,000, and the development of Spanish-language training materials. Vicky's interest and expertise includes the development of
learning materials and training activities specifically in the
area of financial and organizational management and incomegenerating activities for women. She had primary responsibility
for the development of two IWTC training manuals in Spanish,
Movi 1izando la Mujer ( a project development manual) and Mi Proyecto: Como Financiarlo, (a financial management manual).
Vicky, a Colombian, is fluent in Spanish, English and French. Her
prior experience includes university level teaching and management positions in the corporate sector. She holds a B.A, an M.A.
and an A.B.D (All-But-Dissertation) in Latin American Literature.
JOANNE SANDLER
Special Projects Coordinator (1979 - )
Acting as Financial Coordinator from 1979-1983, Joanne is now
responsible for the coordination of IWTC special projects, including the micro-computer networkinq project. Other projects in
which she has played a coordinating role include Tech and Tools:
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IWTC Staff - I 987 / I 988
an appropriate technology event for women at Forum '85 marketina
workshops in L?tin America, and the production of a' slide/tape
set on appropriate technoloay. Joanne's professional expertise
anr experience encompas ses the desiqn of participatory trainina
activities, financial manaqement proqrammes and the writing and
development of trainino manuals. Among the publications she has
authored or contributed to for IWTC are: The Tech and Tools Book:
A Gui de to Tech no loqies !~omen Are Us iT1(l WorTciw"Tde;MTProyecfo:
Como Financiarlo, and other publications related to information
technoloqy and women's income-generating activities.
Joanne has field experience in Asia, Africa anci Latin America.
She holds a Masters in International Administration from the
School for International Training, Vermont, USA.
ALICE QUINN
Financial Associate (1985Alice has responsibility for financial management anci fore-casting, project proposal anci budget development and coordination of
outreach efforts with the funding community. In addition, Alice
coordinates IWTC's work on financial strateqies and organizntional ~anaqement
issues resiqned
to strenathen
and support the work
.
of women's organizations in Third World countries.
Prior to _ioining IWTC in 1985, Alice was co-director of the
National Congress of Neighborhood Women, a community-based organization workina with low-income women in neiqhborhood revitalization projects: Alice has pursued qraduate w6rk in the field of
community economic development and has a particular interest in
working on economic and organizing issues of working class women.
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VANESSA DAVIS
Office Services (1982 - )
Vanessa carries out a wide range of office support staff functions. With the increasinq use of the micro-computer within IWTC
operations, she has primary responsiblity for inputtinq an~ m~intaining computerized accounts of IWTC newsletter subscr1pt1ons
and publication sales and inventory. Vanessa is also a member of
an IWTC workinq qroup estciblished to evaluate and streamline
office systems and information management.
Vanessa is an active member of several community-based and church
qroups in her neighborhood.
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GRACE JUNG
Graphics (1984 - )
Grace works in collaboration with the IWTC Executive Director in
graphic design and layout of IWTC publications. She is a skilled
calligrapher and has experience in photography and typography, as
well as illustration. Grace has a Bachelors Degree in Fine Arts
from Cooper Union School of Art. She is bi-lingual in English
and Chinese and prior experience includes work as a tutor as part
of the Literacy Volunteers programme in New York City.
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ANGELA LUECHT
Administrative Officer (1986 - )
Angela is responsible for the various administrative tasks of the
Tribune Centre, which include the designing and computerizing of
organizational, marketing and dissemination systems. With her
computer expertise, she also provides training and support for
all staff in the use of computers.
~rior to joining IWTC, Angela was director/teacher at the
Elizabeth Seeger Microcomputer Resource Centre, a not-for- profit
organization which provides computer training, consultation and
services to other not-for-profit organizations and women. She
holds a Masters degree in Education (Mathematics) and a B.A. in
Early Childhood and Elementary Education from William Paterson
College, N.J., USA.
LUCY A. PEIPINS
Resource Centre Coordinator (Part-time) (1986 - )
Lucy is responsible for the ongoing operations of the IWTC Resource Centre. This includes the collection and ciissemination
of information to individuals and groups involved in women and
development, identification and collection of materials for IWTC
publications and projects, and the maintenance of a reference
collection in areas related to women and development.
Lucy holds a Masters ciegree in Anthropology from State University
of New York (SUNY) at Buffalo and is working towards her Ph.D. in
Anthropology. Her prior working experience includes university
level teaching and work in research and public libraries in
Buffalo and New York City.
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IWTC Staff - I 987 / I 988
LIZA LIM
Bookkeeper (Part-time) ( 1984 - )
Liza handles all bookkeeping
operations as well as providing
the Financial Associate. She is
Finance at New York University.
Spanish and is a member of the
Kappa.

functions for IWTC's financial
a variety of support services to
currently completing a degree in
Liza is bilingual in English and
National Honor Society Phi Theta

MARIA NEGRONI
Latin American Associate (Part-time) (1986 - )
Maria, a citizen of Araentina, provides a variety of services to
IWTC's Latin American programme, including translating publications, editing and writing. She is a lawyer presently completing
a Doctoral degree in Latin American Literature at Columbia
University, and is fluent in Spanish, French and English. Maria
is a published novelist and poet, and recently presented a paper
and read some of her poetry at the International Conference on
the Literature of Women in Latin America, held in August 1987 in
Santiacio, Chile.
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IWTC Board of Directors
IWTC's Board of Directors is an international group. Its composition augments IWTC's outreach into the Third World, the United
Nations system, a variety of academic disciplines, and other nongovernmental organizations.
Per
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NOREEN CLARK, President: Dr. Clark is Professor of Health Behaviour and Health Education at the University of Michigan School
of Public Health. Formerly Director of Public Health Education,
Columbia School of Public Health, Dr. Clark has developed and
conducted programmes in non-formal education in the U.S., Africa,
and Asia.
ROSE CATCHINGS, Vice-President: As Executive Secretary for the
Ministry of Women and Children, World Division, United Methodist
Church of the USA, Ms.
Catchinos has worked extensively with
church members and community developers in the U.S. and abroad
on human assistance programmes, administering a large budget of
church funds.

-..
,

CECILIA LOTSE, Treasurer: Ms. Lotse, from Sweden, is a Research
Officer with the Programme Funding Office of UNICEF. Prior experience includes special assignments with: The UN Development Fund
for Women (UNIFEM) to develop public information materials for
the promotion of the participation of women in development; the
Rockefeller Foundation as Coordinator of Development Review; and
the UN Development Programme, as a country officer with the UN
Capital Development Fund, recruitment officer, and as a junior
professional officer in Botswana.
OLUBANKE AKERELE, Secretary: Ms. Akerele is an economist from
Liheri a and presently Prooramme Manaqement Officer for the UN
Development -Fund for Wome·n (UNIFEM)_- Ms. Akerele's background
includes work in the field of women and appropriate technology,
and evaluation of women's projects.
AN~E S. WALKER, Executive Oirector: (See Appendix A)
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DAME NITA BARROW: Dame Nita is currently the Ambassador for Barbados to the United Nations. In 1985, she was Convenor of the
NGO Forum in Nairobi, coordinatin9 the activities of NGO Planninq
Committees in New York, Geneva, Vienna and Nairobi. She is Pres:
ident of the International Council on Adult Education, former
President of the World YWCA, one of the Presidents of the World
Council of Churches, and a member of the Commonwealth Emininent
Persons Group on the question of South Africa. Dame Nita retired
in 1983 from a distinguished career as Director of the World
Council of Churches Medical Commission in Geneva.
LOURDES BENERIA: Dr. Beneria, originally from Spain, is Associate
Professor of Economics at Cornell University, USA. Major areas of
interest include: Labour economics, international economics and
economic development, and a wide range of women and development
issues. She was appointed a member of the Committee on the Status of Women in the Economics Profession, American Economics
Association in 1984.
CECILY CANNON-SELBY:
Dr. Cannon Selby is Professor of Science
Education at the New York University School of Education, Health,
Nursing and Arts Professions.
She is an author, speaker and
teacher with an extensive background in science, ecucation, management and communications.
Her previous experience includes:
Co-Chair, National Science Board Commission on Pre-College Education in Science, Mathematics and Technology, Chair of the Education Corrmittee, New York Hall of Science and National Executive
Director of the Girl Scouts USA. Dr. Selby currently serves as a
Trustee of several institutions of higher learning and as a
Director of US corporations.
RUTH ENGO: Dr. Enqo is from Cameroon. She has worked with the
Government of Cameroon as head of social problems in the Department of Labour, technical advisor to the Ministry of Labour, and
more recently as Director of Labour. Since March 1976, she has
been editor in chief of the magazine "Le Monde du Travail" (The
World of Labour). Dr. Enao participated in the 39th Session of
the UN General Assembly representing Cameroon at the Third Commission on matters pertaining to International Youth Year and the
status of women. She is presently a consultant with the United
Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM).
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IWTC Board of Directors
DORIS HES S: Dr Hess' expertise is in the area of communications
and org anizational development. She is with the Board of Global
Ministries of the United Methodist Church of the USA, and lived
and worked in the Philippines for 10 years. She is actively
involved in supporting the development of women and media networks worldwide.
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CECIWA KHONJE: Ms. Khonje, from Zambia, is Acting Chief of the
African Unit of United Nations Radio. As a journalist, broadcaster and television producer/ director, she has been editor of
Africa Desk, a publication of Radio Netherlands World Service,
Executive Director of Multimedia Zambia, a mass communications
organization of the Churches of Zambia, and has worked also for
the BBC and the Voice of Germany. Ms. Khonje has produced and
directed films, among them a film on women's income-generating
projects of the YWCA of Zambia.
SHIRLEY MALCOM: Dr. Malcom, an ecologist by training, is Program
Head of the Office of Opportunities in Science, American Association for the Advancement of Science, Washington, D.C. Her responsibilities include the promotion of programmes designed to enhance the status of, and increase the numher of women, minorities
and disabled persons in the fields of science, engineering and
technology. At both the national and international level, Dr.
Malcom has been active in encouraging the development of intervention programmes for girls in science and technology.
MARCIA PINKETT-HELLER: Ms. Pinkett-Heller is Assistant Professor
of Health Sciences at Jersey City State College in Jersey City,
New Jersey. Her previous teaching positions include Director of
Science and Technology and Career Development at Passaic Community College and Assistant Professor in the School of Public Health
at Columbia University.
Her international experience includes
work in Colombia and Venezuela as well as in the Caribbean.
MERCEDES PULIDO DE BRICENO: Ms. Pulido from Venezuela, is United
Nations Assistant Secretary General a~d Coordinator for the Improvement of the Status of Women in the Secretariat. Prior to assuming this post in 1985, she was Minister of State for the Participation of Women in the Development Process in Venezuela. Ms.
Pulido has training and extensive experience in the areas of psycholOQY, social planning, anthropological psychology and polit~cal science. She has been a professor in psychology at two maJor
universities in Venezuela, has served as Principal Venezu~la
Member of the Inter-American Commission for Women and is a distinguished researcher, adviser and writer on various women and
development subjects and issues.
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IWTC lnterna tional Advisory Committee
The IWTC International Advisory Committee was set up in the early
days of the Tribune Centre, and represents women from several gf
the qroups and committees with which IWTC ~as first associated.
In particular, several of the members were participants and
leaders at the International Women's Year World Conference and
Tribune in Mexico City, 1975, from which the idea to form an
international women's "clearing-house" of information for women
involved in development projects, first came.
During the 1987-1988 year, there will be a reorganization of the
International Advisory Committee as part of IWTC's overall evaluation and consolidation programme. We will be seeking individuals from each of the world regions with which we work, who
would be able to collaborate with IWTC Staff and Board in the
planning and development of IWTC's four major issue areas: Women
Organizing; Communication Support Services; Community Economic
Development; and Appropriate Technology.
The followinq have been members of IWTC's International Advisory
Committee from 1976-1987, and we thank them most sincerely for
their interest and support throughout these years.
1976 - 1987
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Ryoko Akamatsu .......... ,Japan
Peggy Antrobus ....•.. Barbados
Brigalia Barn ........ 5. Africa
Ela Bhatt .•...•.•....... India
Ester Boserup ...... , .. Oenmark
Elise Boulding ..•......... USA
Esmerelda Cuevas ..... Colombia
Sookja Hong ............. Korea
Aziza Hussein ........... Egypt
Rounaq Jahan ...... Bangladesh
Devaki Jain ............. In dia
Annie Jiagge ............ Ghana
Ruth E. Lechte .•......... Fiji
Brigitte Linner ....... Finland
Patchanee Natpracha .. Thailand
Elizabeth O'Kelly .......... UK
Isabel Pico ....... Puerto Rico
Elizabeth Reid ...... Australia
Virginia Saurwein •........ USA
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Distribution of The Tribune
(English, Spanish, and French)
IWTC newsletters reach individuals and groups in over 160 countries. Approximately 12,000 newsletters are mailed each quarter
to groups on IWTC's contact list. However, the distribution is
far greater, given the numbers of people that share their own
copies and request special bulk orders of different editions to
be circulated at conferences and workshops in their reqions.
Actual distribution of the English, Spanish and French editions
numbers close to 14,000 each quarter.
:,:!il,
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THE TRIBUNE: (English)

Distribution:

.,, 1 o?e

No. of Copies

:;1,:

of

iuito

Africa ......•.••...•..........•••...•...... 1,609
Asia .....••...•...•....••.................. 1,536
Australia/New Zealand* and the Pacific •.... 765
Canada/United States* .•............•....... 730
Caribbean/Central America •..•........•..... 374
South America . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 44
Europe* • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 421
Middle East . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . 145
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TOTAL ENGLISH DISTRIBUTION .•...•. 5,624
LA TRIBUNA:

(Spanish)

Distribution:

South America .......•......•................ l ,600
Central America/Caribbean .•.....•........... 2,579
Europe/North America* ••.•.......••.••....•. 247
TOTAL SPANISH DISTRIBUTION •...... 4,426
LA TRIBUNE:

(French)

Distribution:

Africa ......................•..••...........
AS la
. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

910
3

...

,. a

Europe* •.........•........•........•....... 253
Canada/United States* ..................... . 76
Caribbean ...•............................•.. 34
91
South Pacific .•...•....•••..................
25
Middle East .....•.......•...................
TOTAL FRENCH DISTRIBUTION •....... 1,392
Multiple copies of the English, Spanish anrl
French editions ordered for workshops, etc .•...•.......•.. 2,500
WORLDWIDE TOTAL ••.•..................•................... 13,942
* Organizations and individuals in developed
requested to pay a yearly subscription fee.
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External Evaluation Update
In 7986, IWTC began the first phase of a three-part external
evaluation to assess the usefulness of IWTC programmes and
publications to individuals and groups working in the development
arena in Third World countries.
Three questionnaires were
designed to serve as the evaluation instruments. The first
questionnaire (01) was sent to 8,234 English- and Spanish-language
recipients of The Tribune to determine who uses the newsletter and
for what purposes.
Preliminary findings were reported in the
1986-1987 Project Proposal.
In 1987, the second and third questionnaires (02 and 03) were
developed and field-tested.
The second questionnaire (02), the
heart of the evaluation, was designed to be administered by
evaluators conducting in-depth interviews in six
countries:
Bolivia, Colombia, Jamaica, Kenya, Papua New Guinea and the
Philippines. Its purpose is to determine in some detail those
IWTC activities that are most useful to people working on behalf
of women and to elicit suggestions for future IWTC policy and
programme directions. Unfortunately, this phase of the evaluation
has been delayed due to the amount of time necessary for the
evaluators to contact potential interviewees (25 - 40) and set up
the interview schedule.
The third questionnaire (03), designed to determine how IWTC
activities are perceived by
organizations who have
worked
collaboratively with
IWTC
on
publications
and
programme
activities, was mailed in June 1987.
To date, the response rate
is 36%. The initial findings are positive, with appreciation for
the range of services IWTC offers, especially the
general
facilitation of networking activities.
The majority feel that
contact with IWTC has strengthened their own activities.
IWTC's
New York City location was, for the most part, viewed as a
strength. However, respondents suggest that IWTC shou 1d find ways
to make its services better known.
IWTC anticipates rece1v1ng the final evaluation report,
dissemination to donors and other interested parties, during
spring of 1988.
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External Evaluation Team
Sarah Murison •.••....••.•••.• Coordination and
Data Analysis
A1i da Bri 11 •••••••••••••.••.• Survey Design and
Methodology
Beva Eastman •.••••••••••••••• Computer Programme
Design
Country Evaluators
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Yara Carafa .•.•••...••••••••. Bolivia
Elizabeth Cox ••..••••.•.•.••. Papua New Guinea
Teresita Quintos-Deles •....•• Philippines
Sonia Mills ...•.•••.•..••.•.• Jamaica
Virginia Pumulo Muyatwa •••.•• Zambia
Marta Rodriguez .••••••.•••••• Colombia
Olga Lucia Toro •••••.•••••••• Colombia
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BIO-DATA OF EVALUATORS FOR IWTC EXTERNAL EVALUATION
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SARAH MURISON, UK, is currently serving as a consultant for UNDP
and UNIFEM in the areas of development planning and administration
including procedures analysis and project identification and
evaluation, specializing in
gender issues.
Her
previous
consultancies with UNDP and other UN agencies drew upon her
expertise as a planner, evaluator and writer of manuscripts, and
evaluation
reports
including:
the
"Inter-Organizational
Assessment of
Women's Participation
in Development",
UNDP
Evaluation Study No. 13; and "State of Food and Agriculture, 1984"
an FAO publication as well as numerous in-house evaluative
reports. Ms. Murison is a Ph.D candidate at London University
where she earned a Masters Degree in African Areas Studies.
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ALIDA BRILL, USA, has served as a consultant and project director
for numerous research studies and surveys including: Evaluation
package on health care for the aged, carried out for St. Vincent
Hospital, New York; Study of American values for six research
studies for the Survey Research Center of the University of
California, Berkeley; Evaluation programme design for the Hub
Programme for Minority Enterprise in New York. She was formerly a
Programme Officer at the Russell Sage Foundation, where she
initiated and directed a national grants programme on the Changing
Role of Gender in American Institutions.
Ms. Brill did her
graduate work at Ohio State University.
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External Evaluation Team
BEATRICE E. EASTMAN, USA, has been Associate Professor
of
Mathematics at William Paterson College in New Jersey since 7977
and, in 1983,
co-founded the Elizabeth Seeger Microcomputer
Resource Centre in New York City, a centre that
provides
short-term training and consultation in use of microcomputers to
women's and community organizations in the metropolitan area. Dr.
Eastman is also a founding member of the Astraea Foundation, a
donor agency that provides seed money to women's grass-roots
organizing projects throughout the United States. In numerous
papers and presentations, Dr. Eastman has analyzed, written and
spoken about women's access to and participation in the field of
mathematics and computers. She received a Ph.D. in Mathematics
from Fordham University in 1976.
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YARA CARAFA, Bolivia, was National Director of the Appropriate
Technology for Rural
Women Project
of the
Inter-American
Commission of Women (Organization of American States) from 1980 1985. In this capacity, Ms. Carafa was responsible for programme
development, training and materials development for a regional
project that included
identifying and adapting
appropriate
technologies for women's projects in Bolivia and Ecuador, in
addition to advising on similar projects in 5 other Latin American
countries. Other posts have included serving as National Executive
Commissioner for the Girl Guides National Association from 1967 1980, and, most recently, acting as the National Coordinator for a
project to improve rural women's abilities in milk production
sponsored by UNDP/United Nations Development Fund for Women. Ms.
Carafa bring 20 years of work with women's groups in rural and
urban settings, and a university degree in psychology to her
responsibilities as IWTC's Bolivian evaluator.
ELIZABETH COX, Papua New Guinea, is currently affiliated with the
EducationaTiesearch Unit of the University of Papua New Guinea.
Her extensive work with women's groups in rural areas has included
participating as a founding
member of the Gavien
Women's
Development Group (1976), serving as Associate and advisor to the
East Sepik
Women's Council
(a
network of
100+ village
organizations) (1980) and acting as an advisor to the East Sepik
Women's Communication and Documentation Project (1985). Ms. Cox
has, since 1976, been undertaking research on the dynamics of
community participation and collective organization generally, and
has also worked extensively in the area of nutrition, health,
subsistence agriculture and gardening. In addition to writing and
publishing numerous articles on her work in PNG, Ms. Cox also has
significant experience in
producing highly visual
training
materials, including posters, slide-tape sets, training manual s ,
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External Evaluation T earn
handbooks and songwriting for development campaigns. Ms. Cox holds
a Masters Degree in Development Studies from the Institute of
Social Studies (Netherlands) with a specialization in Women and
Development.
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TERESITA QUINTOS-DELES, Philippines, was co-founder, in 1976, of
the Social Development Index, which provides training and resource
assistance to staff of
educational and family inst~tutions, and
she continues to act as its overall programme coordinator. She is
also coordinator of the secretariat for the Asian Women's Research
and Action Network, a regional coordinating group for Asian
feminists and feminist organizations, an d, since 1984 has served
as coordinator for the Philippine Women's Research Collective. Ms.
Quintos-Deles received an A.B. in English from Maryknoll College,
USA, in 1970.
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SONIA MILLS, Jamaica, has undertaken numerous consultancies in the
women and development
field
for
both
governmental
and
non-governmental agencies. As a journalist, she has a particular
interest and considerable expertise in the field of development
communications. Her commitment to ensuring that information is
available to people in "popular" forms is reflected in her choice
of audio-visual (radio, video, slide-tapes) as well as print
media. In 1985, Ms. Mills was an information consultant to IWTC
and served as the liaison between IWTC and the NGO Forum '85
Planning Committee for the non-governmental (NGO) Forum '85, held
in Nairobi, Kenya.
In 1980, she was a consultant for the Women
and Media Seminar hosted by the United Nations
Conference
Secretariat for the Mid-Decade Conference of the UN Decade for
Women.
VIRGINIA PUMULO MUYATWA, Zambia, has undertaken
substantive
research over the past 3 years in a variety of areas related to
economic self-reliance and appropriate technology. A sampling of
research projects in which she has been involved
include:
"Small-Scale Manufacturing Enterprises in Lusaka," "Socio-Economic
Study of the Kafue Fisheries Project," "The Involvement of Women
in Rural Water Supply Projects in the Western Province of Zambia,"
"The Foreign Exchange Crisis and Zambia's Public Enterprises," and
"Establishment of an Income-Generating Textiles Production Unit."
Ms. Muyatwa holds an M. Phil. in Economic Development from the
University of Glasgow, Scotland.
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MARTA RODRIGUEZ, COLOMBIA, is an Associate Researcher in the
Economics Department of the University of the Andes in Bogota,
Colombia. Ms. Rodriguez has conducted extensive field-work over
the last ten years, on several issues related to women including:
Work, housing, hea 1th and the demographic impact of rura 1 to urban
migration. Her collaborative publications include:
"Women and
Work in the Rural Sector" and "Children Workers in Bogota".
As
part of her work at the University, she is evaluating women's
projects and organ1z1ng a regional workshop on
information
analysis and qualitative evaluation techniques. Ms. Rodriguez is
a Masters Degree candidate in Sociology at the University of the
Andes.
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OLGA LUCIA TORO, Colombia, is Executive Director of the Centro de
Informacion-y-Recursos para la Mujer in Bogota, Colombia, an
organization that works
to educate
Colombian women
about
sexuality, family and reproductive rights. She has been
a
consultant to numerous national and international agencies working
in the area of health, family planning and population studies and
currently serves as an advisor to the International Women's Health
Coalition. From 1983
86, Ms. Toro held the post of Vice
President of the Colombian Society of Sexology. Her work has also
included the coordination of various short-term training sessions
for w-:,men in such areas as "Management of Victims of Sexual
Violence," and "Patriarchy and Sexual Violence." Ms. Toro holds an
M.S. in Latin American Studies from the University of Paris III,
Sorbonne Nouvelle, France.
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IWTC Contributors I 986/ 19 87
The following donors supported IWTC's work in 1986-1987:

Australian Development Assistance Bureau
Canadian International Development Agency
The Ford Foundation
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Ministry of Development Cooperation, The Netherlands
Private Agencies Acting Together (PACT)
Royal Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Norway
Royal Ministry of Development Cooperation, Norway
Swedish International Development Authority
United Methodist Church, Board of Global Ministries
United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM)
Individual Donors
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